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Introduction
A close look at the history of Ayt Merghad shows that the community inhabited one of the most 

important cities in Morocco, namely Sijilmassa. Since the Middle Ages, the region has been called 
Tafilalet. The territory of Ayt Merghad extends on a relatively vast area, located in the southern slope of 
the Eastern High-Atlas, which is situated in the south-east of Morocco. The majority of Ayt Merghad 
are located along the valleys of Ghéris and Ferkla in Errachidia, which had been known as ksar ssouk until 
Morocco’s independence in 1956. Since then, the country has embarked on a process of modernization 
and development which has led to the gradual loss of the Amazigh cultural heritage. 

The state of birth rituals today among Ayt Merghad stands witness to the transformations that the 
Amazigh culture among this tribal group has undergone. Life-cycle rituals mark major transitions in an 
individual’ life. In the Ayt Merghad community, special rites surround birth. When a woman becomes 
a mother, she undergoes a social status change. The latter is accompanied by a number of rituals which 
serve to support her physically and emotionally after the delivery. In this study, focus is on the various 
birth-related rituals, ranging from rites of pregnancy to rites observed at the actual time of childbirth 
and during the naming ceremony. Throughout the paper, a thorough description of the traditional 
birth rituals in the target community is presented. A special emphasis is put on two major issues, namely 
the notion of the evil eye in relation to pregnancy and birth, and the Ayt Merghad’s preference for boys. 

Modernization and Culture Loss: The case of  Birth Rituals 
among Ayt Merghad

Since its independence, Morocco has witnessed a number of mutations which have resulted 
in radical changes in the Moroccan culture in general and the Amazigh one in particular. 
Although Morocco was colonized for a relatively short period of time, 1912-1956, the effect of 
these decades on the Moroccan society and culture is immense. The present study tries to provide 
an account of the impact of urbanization and modernization on the Amazigh cultural heritage 
in the Ayt Merghad community. More specifically, this study is concerned with the investigation 
of the gradual loss of the Amazigh culture in the Ayt Merghad area, with a special focus on the 
rituals of birth. The study also tries to determine the factors behind the disappearance of most of 
the practices related to these rituals. To meet the objectives of the study, an ethnographic approach 
was adopted. Two techniques of data collection were used, namely participant observation and 
in-depth interviews. To make sense of the data collected, ethnographic data analysis took place 
throughout the paper. The main themes of the study were identified, discussed and interpreted. 
The study shows that birth rituals have witnessed major changes. The data analysis has also 
revealed a number of factors that have led to the disappearance of most of the traditional birth 
rituals in the Ayt Merghad community.

Modernization, culture loss, 
Amazigh culture, birth rituals
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The paper ends up with a discussion of the key factors that have led to the disappearance of most of the 
birth-related rituals in the Ayt Merghad community. 

The Interplay between culture and development
A number of questions have been raised in relation to the issue of the relationship between culture 

and development. Whether culture is a means of development or whether it should be considered as 
the end and aim of development is a major concern. Since the World War II, development has been 
understood as a process of economic growth (Mansell & When, 1998). However, the United Nations 
Development Programme’s (UNDP) Annual Human Development Report explains that “development 
is seen as a process that enhances the effective freedom of the people involved to pursue whatever they have 
reason to value”. This view of human development, in contrast with the narrow economic development, 
is a view of economic and social progress that takes culture into consideration. In this view, poverty, for 
example, implies not only the need for essential goods and services, but also a lack of opportunities to 
choose a better and more valuable existence. 

The role of culture is different in the two above-mentioned interpretations of development. In 
the view that emphasizes economic growth, culture does not play a fundamental role but is purely an 
instrument. It can only help promote or hinder economic progress. In this approach, culture is seen not 
as valuable in itself, but as a means for the promotion of economic growth. 

Indubitably, this instrumental view of culture is of great interest and importance since the process of 
economic development is generally of high value. However, even for those who value economic growth, 
the question does arise as to whether it should be valued for its own sake (the instruments, including 
culture, are valued as means only) or whether progress should be an instrument to preserve the elements 
of human life, including culture. It is true that most people would value goods and services because they 
contribute to their freedom to live the way they desire. However, it is also difficult to accept the view that 
culture can have only an instrumental role. Education, for example, promotes economic growth and is, 
therefore, of instrumental value, but it is, at the same time, an essential part of cultural development. Thus, 
we cannot reduce culture only to a secondary position as a mere factor that leads to economic growth. It 
is therefore important both to acknowledge the instrumental function of culture in development, and at 
the same time recognize that this is not the only feature to be considered about culture. 

Accordingly, culture should be considered as a basic pillar in the process of development. It should not 
be just a means to an end but the social basis of the ends themselves. Norberg-Hodge (1995) argues that 
the social changes that happen as a process of development have a strong effect on people’s perception 
of themselves. She states that rural people tend to reject their own tradition and culture in favor of the 
modern one.   Feelings of pride give way to what can best be described as a complex of ‘cultural inferiority’. 
Today, most rural people are ashamed of their cultural roots and determined to appear modern.  This new 
attitude contrasts dramatically with the rural people’s earlier self-confidence. Village life seems primitive 
and silly to them; whereas modern life reflects beauty, fashion, and everything exciting. Norberg-Hodge 
(1995) argues that the images of wealth, success, power, and freedom that traditional peoples see create 
a hunger for this way of life.  Rural people believe that ‘modern culture’, represented by developed 
countries, is far beyond their own. Their focus is only on the material side in which the Western culture 
excels; whereas they neglect the social and psychological dimensions of this world. 

This state is noticed in many rural areas where millions of people reject their own culture because 
of development. Norberg-Hodge (1995) argues that the “most important reason for the breakdown of 
traditional cultures is the psychological pressure to modernise.” Through media images of wealthy and 
exciting life in modern society, people in rural areas experience a sense of poverty, inferiority, and 
backwardness. This unconsciously convinces rural people that their culture is backward, and they 
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should work hard to become developed, so they too can have the same wealth, civilization, and success 
as people in urban areas.

Norberg-Hodge (1995) also argues that it is the younger generation that feels this psychological 
pressure to modernize most. With the development of Western style schools and education, the young 
are trained to live and work in modern, industrial society, rather than in the small villages and traditional 
communities they have come from. As a result of efforts to educate their children, traditional societies 
find that their children no longer want to live in the traditional way, do not recognize their parents’ 
knowledge and values, and even have a tendency not to use their parents’ mother tongue. Norberg-
Hodge (1995) states that Western-style education negatively affects traditional cultures. In rural areas, 
most of the skills children acquire at school are of no real use to them. Children are trained to become 
specialists in technological societies. She adds that “school is a place to forget traditional skills, and worse 
to look down on them.” This is mainly attributed to the curriculum in which the culture of the rural areas 
is ignored. Education pulls children away from their real context; it pulls them away from agriculture to 
the city. Modern education not only ignores local resources but worse still deprives children of their self-
esteem. Many aspects in the school curriculum promote the Western model and, as a direct consequence, 
make children think of themselves and their traditions as inferior.

The Amazigh issue: A historical overview
Imazighen and their culture have been subject to marginalization for a long period of time. Following 

its independence from France in 1956, Morocco drew the lines of the constitution in 1962. It was made 
clear that Arabic is the official language of the country, and no reference was made to Amazigh.  Soon 
after, the state devised a policy of Arabization with the aim of promoting an Arab-Islamic national 
identity and eliminating the effects of the colonial rule, especially in the educational system. In this 
respect, Maddy-Weitzman (2011) argues that the process of nation-building in Morocco gave much 
importance to the educational system, and the implementation of the Arabization policy was considered 
decisive in order to develop a modern national identity.   

Arabization was dealt with as a crucial step for forging a unified society. However, the concept of ‘unity 
in diversity’ was discarded (Saidi, 2012). Arabization was conceived of as a key element in the process 
of uniting the nation. However, the multilingual aspect of Morocco was ignored(Marley, 2005). This 
linguistic and cultural policy denied the presence of the Amazigh ethnic identity and its contributions to 
the Moroccan heritage. This process has resulted in the exclusion of Imazighen from different spheres.

Amazigh actors argue that their culture has been underrepresented and that their communities are 
economically and politically marginalized (Lima, 2011). Worse still, the Amazigh traditional customs 
are exploited and used as folklore for the benefit of tourism. While the Amazigh culture and language 
have been marginalized in the Moroccan political, economic, and social agenda, it has been exploited 
in the promotion of the country’s tourism industry. The association of Imazighen with the folklore 
is reinforced by the state. The Amazigh traditional dances like aħwaſ and aħidus have been used on a 
regular basis during the national celebrations. The symbols of the Amazigh culture are also exploited as 
cultural icons in the marketing strategies used by the ministries of tourism and culture (Boum 2007).

An important shift in state discourse towards the Amazigh issue was marked in 1994. King Hassan 
II stressed the importance of maintaining and promoting the Amazigh language and culture since 
they constitute an essential component of the Moroccan identity and heritage. He also spoke of the 
importance of including Amazigh in the Moroccan educational system. However, in spite of this royal 
recognition, no implementation of Amazigh in schools was undertaken. In 1999, Amazigh was, for the 
first time, referred to as a language rather than a dialect in the National charter of Education. 
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In 2001, King Mohammed VI officially recognized the Amazigh language and culture through a 
royal decree.  As part of this recognition, the king called for the establishment of a “Royal Institute of 
Amazigh Culture” known by its French acronym IRCAM (l’Institute Royal de la Culture Amazighe), 
whose mission is to promote the conservation and education of the Amazigh language and culture in 
Morocco. The Institute is also supposed to prepare standardized curricular materials for the introduction 
of Amazigh into the schools.

After recognizing the Amazigh language and culture as essential components of Moroccan history 
and identity a concrete measure was taken to introduce Amazigh as a mandatory subject of study in 
the Moroccan school curriculum. Therefore, in the fall of 2003, Amazigh was introduced in some 
elementary schools across Morocco. After a decade of implementing this policy, it is clear that the 
teaching of the Amazigh language is facing some difficulties.  In an interview with al Horra Channel in 
2013, Ahmed Boukous, the Rector of the Royal Institute of Amazigh Culture, claims that the teaching 
of Amazigh lacks a strategic planning and a clear vision. He also states that there is a shortage of teacher 
training and qualified teachers. 

Errihani (2013) also argues that there is a need for changing people’s attitudes towards the Amazigh 
language. According to him, the majority of Moroccans have negative attitudes towards Amazigh 
because it is perceived to hold a less social and economic value than Arabic. Therefore, he argues that 
for the teaching of Amazigh to be successful, the policy should first change people’s attitudes towards 
and perceptions of the language itself. Thus, before implementing a language policy, it is important to 
guarantee certain congruity between the language policy and people’s beliefs and practices. 

After decades of stigmatization and marginalization, the status of Amazigh has changed and a 
number of important achievements have seen light in the last few years. In 2010, Morocco launched 
the first Amazigh television channel. It is the eighth Moroccan television channel that uses Tarifit, 
Tamazight, and Tashlhit in 70% to 80% of its programmes (Newstime Africa, 2010).  In 2011, the 
Amazigh movement had a historic achievement when the Moroccan constitution recognized Amazigh 
as the second official language (Errihani, 2012). Today, Moroccan bookstores are filled with newspapers, 
books and magazines about the Amazigh culture. However, this change in people’s attitudes have taken 
place a bit late, for the Amazigh language and culture have been subject to loss and abandoning.

Methodology
Approach and data collection

Given the nature of the issues investigated, the study adopts an ethnographic approach which involves 
immersion within, and investigation of, the target culture. Two techniques of data collection were used, 
namely participant observation and in-depth interviews. An overt approach to participation was adopted. 
As for the in-depth interviews, they were conducted in two different phases. The first phase involved 
informal conversational interviews with the informants selected through random sampling. During the 
second phase, key informants, who were famous in the community for being well-informed about the 
issues investigated, were targeted. This step was meant to involve the latter in the process of data analysis 
through checking the researcher’s interpretations. The purpose of these second-phase-interviews was also 
to target specific questions and to deepen the researcher’s understanding of the issues investigated. 

The researcher, in the present study, made use of different types of data. The primary data 
consisted of the researcher’s field notes including observational notes, informal discussions, chance 
conversations, and interviews. Secondary data in the form of written documents were also made use of.  

As a female researcher, I had an easy access to the birth area. In order to understand the different 
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rites performed in birth ceremonies, in-depth interviews with female respondents were crucial. This 
is justified by the fact that most of the rites in these ceremonies are essentially performed by women. 
In such a case, the gender element was advantageous because when sensitive issues such as the birth 
process were raised female respondents showed no objection to providing the necessary explanations. 
This would not have been the case if the researcher had been a male.

Sampling

To investigate the topic under study and answer the research questions addressed, two sampling 
techniques were used. At the early stages of the study, random sampling was convenient. This initial 
sampling approach was particularly useful for getting an idea about the issues investigated in general. 
However, as my data and knowledge of the topic tackled grew, a need for modifying the sampling 
strategy emerged.  Thus, judgment sampling seemed a useful technique.  This approach allowed for 
choosing key informants, whom the researcher frequently visited and asked for explanations to deepen 
her understanding of the issues under study.

The researcher randomly selected 138 informants from different age groups, with different levels of 
education, and from both rural and urban areas. Through judgment sampling, a total number of 25 
key informants were selected.  Nine of them were males and sixteen were females. These respondents 
seemed more knowledgeable about the issues tackled. Given the importance of the informants’ gender 
and age in understanding the changes the birth rituals have undergone, the researcher tried to involve 
both men and women; therefore, 68 women took part in the study while the number of males was 52. 

Data analysis 

To analyze the data collected, an ethnographic analysis is adopted. This approach uses a recursive 
process in which the cultural ideas that arise during the active involvement in the field are translated 
and presented in a written document. It involves going through the data to detect and interpret the 
thematic categorizations, search for the inconsistencies and contradictions, and generate conclusions 
about what is happening and account for it. The researcher extensively listened to the recordings and 
read the transcripts. This step allowed for a thematic type of analysis. The main themes of the study were 
identified, discussed and interpreted. Testimonies are included in the data analysis and discussion so as 
to give the readers the opportunity to examine the excerpts of the evidence supporting the conclusions 
of the study.   

Discussion
Traditional birth rituals in the Ayt Merghad community

Birth is an end of a nine month process. Pregnancy stands for the starting point, then comes the 
delivery and post-delivery stages. Each of these stages involves rituals that are worth explaining and 
analyzing. In what follows the researcher will present each stage and the rituals associated with it in the 
Ayt Merghad community.  

Pregnancy: rites of separation 

The birth rituals, in the Ayt Merghad community, start with pregnancy. The latter is characterized by 
the performance of various rites of separation. An expectant mother used to apprehend the death of her 
newborn child; therefore, pregnancy used to be a state which was governed by a lot of anxiety.  The death 
of a child in infancy was far more common than it is today. Given the high risk of birth complications 
and infant as well as maternal death, it is not surprising that pregnancy be surrounded by superstitions. 
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During the first stages of pregnancy, many safety measures are taken. It was widely believed that a 
pregnant woman is very vulnerable to risks. Women have to try hard to keep their pregnancy as a secret 
in order to avoid the evil eye. They should also be ashamed of announcing such news to the family 
members because pregnancy is a sign of sexual activity. Moreover, any sign of craving for specific types 
of food should be ignored. The pregnant woman has to eat from what all the family members eat and 
she does not have the right to prepare anything different for herself. In case she loses her appetite and 
cannot eat from what is available, she stays hungry.

A pregnant woman also has to do her best to avoid practices assumed to harm the baby. It is believed 
that funerals are a source of threat for a pregnant woman. The sad atmosphere accompanying death 
is assumed to be capable of harming and causing sickness to the baby. Therefore, a pregnant woman 
should not attend funerals as explained by a 54-year-old woman:

“llant wahli n lumur nna ixssa ad ur tg tmәṭṭut iṭṭarun afad ṭħama iɣfәns d ujnna illan g 
udis nәs. g lmital, ixssa ad ur tħiḍәr i id  l3zat xәṣ mç tti nmala bәzzaf  wәnna immutәn. da ttinin 
aħiḍәr g id l3zat daj itḍurru bnadm. juwt tikәlt, iḍras bnadm i jllis n 3mmi dart ujnna t3zza 
tadӡart nәs nna mi jmmut urgaz.”  

[There are many things which a pregnant woman should avoid in order to protect herself and her foetus. For 
example, she should not attend funerals unless the deceased is a relative. It is believed that attending funerals harms 
the baby. Once, my cousin miscarried after condoling her neighbour who lost her husband.]

In addition to that, the expectant mother has to avoid staring at someone who is handicapped or has 
any physical defect. It is believed that if her attention is attracted by someone with a specific abnormality, 
the latter might be transmitted to her baby. Thus, in case she finds herself in such a situation, the solution 
is to immediately spit. 

To guarantee a safe delivery, other precautions are taken. It is believed that drawing attention to 
the baby brings bad luck to the latter. Therefore, parents did not use to prepare things for the baby or 
suggest a name until it was born. The usual reason given for this custom is pure superstition as stated 
by a 58-year-old woman“ur iħli at ӡӡuӡt ça n lħwajӡ qbәl ad ilula bnadm, am uxtar n jism nƔd aӡӡuӡd 
n i3ban.” [It is not good to prepare certain things for the coming baby. These include choosing a name 
or bringing clothes.]  

In addition to that, women used to wear large clothes so as to hide their pregnancy and protect 
themselves from the evil eye. They are also expected to continue to perform work until the onset of 
labor, since hard work supposedly helps get an easier delivery. In this regard, an 84-year-old woman 
states that: 

“tiwtmin zman daxddәmnt aṛ 3la ħal ad arunt. arasәnt issuhan ujinnaɣ tarwa. am nkkin, 
ass nag riɣ ad aruɣ, zzrix tin g uzddam.ɣir gulaɣd taddart, jamzij uzbar, itsәnt n tassa3in dart 
ujnnaɣ aruɣ.” 

[Pregnant women used to work until the last minute before delivery. This was very beneficial for them as hard 
work would make the delivery an easy undertaking. In my case, for example, I spent the last day of my first pregnancy 
collecting wood in the field. Upon my arrival home, I felt the first signs of labor, and few hours later, the baby was born.]‘

At the end of pregnancy, a woman enters the delivery stage. The birth of a new baby is a momentous 
experience which marks the beginning of a new phase in an individual’s life.  Therefore, the delivery is 
surrounded by a number of practices and rituals. 

The rites of transition in the post-delivery stage 

The post-delivery stage used to be also characterized by the performance of a number of rites. It was 
customary for the pregnant woman, in case she was living in a separate house, to go to her family-in-
law’s place of residence several days before the delivery’s expected time. Childbirth used to take place at 
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home and in secret. The process was considered strictly a female domain and men were forbidden from 
attending. 

With the first signs of tiziri ‘labor’, the mother-in-law or any woman who has already given birth 
is called in order to assist in the birthing process. However, the presence of a birth attendant is not 
compulsory; the help of an experienced woman is sought only in complicated deliveries. Before the 
woman goes into labor, she prepares a number of items, namely, a sharp knife, razor or scissors, tinsrit 
‘a wool thread’, aṣamṭ  ‘swaddling band made of wool’, taħrujt ‘an old piece of cloth made of wool’, 
henna,  a rope and some soil. 

  To relieve the birthing woman from discomfort and speed up the delivery, the birth attendant 
offers her some hot drinks such as soup and herbal tea. The woman in labor is also encouraged to move 
around and avoid lying down positions. To prepare the setting for the delivery, the birth attendant 
covers the area where the process will take place with some soil in order to protect the area form getting 
dirty, then she hangs a rope to the beams of the roof  where the pregnant woman can pull herself up 
while giving birth. When the woman in labor feels that the contractions become stronger and once her 
water breaks, she squats while grasping the rope for support, then follows the urge to push. The birth 
attendant helps the birthing mother by holding her from the back. 

After the baby’s birth, the attendant cuts the umbilical cord with a non-sterilized sharp knife, razor 
or scissors and ties it with tinsrit ‘a wool thread’. This is usually done without taking any hygienic action 
such as washing the hands or cleaning the setting. The newborn is covered with dry henna which is 
removed soon after.  The baby is then wrapped in taħrujt ‘an old piece of cloth made of wool’ and 
swaddled from shoulders to feet using aṣamṭ ‘swaddling band made of wool’. The newborn’s head is 
very well tightened with taçәnbuſt ‘a small scarf’ assuming that this will prevent the baby from having a 
large head. The baby’s eyes are also bordered with kohl as a way of protection. 

After finishing with the baby, the birth attendant controls the mother until timattin ‘the placenta’ 
is delivered. Then, the placental ritual is immediately performed. The placenta is of great importance 
for Ayt Merghad women because it is considered the baby’s twin. Therefore, it is customary to carefully 
bury it in a secret place.  In case the newborn is a girl, the placenta burial is performed on the same day, 
but if the baby is a boy; the placenta is kept next to the mother in order to keep an eye on it for the first 
three days. The community members believe that in case the placenta is found by someone, it could be 
used to harm the mother and the baby through magical practices. This state is made explicit a 74-year-
old woman who confesses that: 

“ixssa atssufɣd  timattin n tәrbat fisa3,tadӡd tin ishirri. gʷwt lӡiht, da tsbajjant  lm3azza d 
lfarħa n iſirri. g lӡiht jaḍn,  ad ur ittug gifs ça.”

[You should get rid of a female baby’s placenta as soon as possible, and keep that of a male baby. First, this is a 
sign of love and happiness for the birth of a male baby. Second, this is done out of fear that it might be used to harm 
the baby through magic.] 

Before leaving, the birth attendant takes more care of the new mother. She offers the latter some 
melted butter. The new mother first rinses her mouth three times and pours the remaining butter in a 
bottle to reuse it to massage her nipples and her face in order to remove the pregnancy mask. Then, she 
drinks some of it. The new mother is also offered some ṭ3am ‘home made pasta’ mixed with butter to 
eat after breastfeeding her baby. 

A rite that is performed by Ayt Merghad immediately after birth is whispering Islamic statements in 
the baby’s ear. Most of the respondents state that the first words a newborn should hear are the words 
of Islam. Therefore, the father or an old person whispers the adan ‘call to prayers’ in the right ear of the 
baby, and iqama ‘the second call to prayers’ in the left ear. Some respondents mention whispering just 
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ſahada ‘the testimony of faith indicating belief in one God and that the prophet Mohammed “peace be 
upon him” is his prophet’. Others state that only adan is uttered. Although there is some controversy 
among the respondents concerning the statements to be said, all of them agree on the fact that words 
symbolizing Islam should be the first to be heard by a baby. The respondents also state that this rite 
is exclusively performed by males. Priority is given to the baby’s father, but in his absence or in the 
presence of an older uncle that honor is given to the latter because “çu jtxitir bnadm çu jtzajad g lɂiman 
çu jtzajad g tẓallit.” “the older a person is the bigger his faith becomes. An old person also takes his prayers 
more seriously.” as stated by a 63-year-old man.  Also, someone who has been to pilgrimage or an imam is 
a better qualified candidate to carry out the whispering action. Although this rite has its origins in Islamic 
laws, Ayt Merghad perform it as a practice among a series of precautionary measures. They believe that 
uttering the aforementioned statements will protect the baby from Satan, the Jinn and the evil eye.

After birth, the mother and the newborn enter a transition stage which is assumed to be surrounded 
by many dangers. They are considered vulnerable to attacks from the evil eye and the Jinn during the 
initial period after birth, which lasts up to forty days. tiθ “the evil eye”  is considered dangerous because it 
entails strong jealousy and envy towards the addressee. Ayt Merghad believe that the evil eye cannot only 
harm but also cause death. Therefore, it is highly feared and many precautionary measures are taken.

Once the relatives and neighbours are informed, they visit the new mother. In case the newborn is a 
boy, the family offers the guests ħḷuẓ ‘uncooked grinded wheat mixed with melted butter’ as a symbol of 
prosperity and fertility. The news of a girl’s birth, however, is not as significant as that of a boy. When a 
boy is born more precautions are taken to avoid the evil eye. On the announcement of the news of the 
latter’s birth, the statement llah ibarç ‘May God bless him’ought to be pronounced which is not the 
case in the birth of a female baby. The assumption underlying such a behavior is that girls are not that 
valuable, hence they will not be attacked by the evil eye. Thus, there is no need to say llah ibarç ‘May 
God bless her’, an expression meant to protect against the evil eye.

The first seven days of the child’s life are considered the most dangerous. To protect their baby from 
both the evil eye and the Jinn, Ayt Merghad women perform many protective rites. They consider 
leaving a newborn alone very risky. They assume that the Jinn can easily exchange their child for the 
human one, especially if the latter is healthy. If a baby dies within the first seven days of its birth, Ayt 
Merghad used to automatically attribute the death to the fact that the Jinn had successfully exchanged 
their baby for theirs. 

Other protective actions are taken by women. One of these is to place a knife under their baby’s 
pillow. Ayt Merghad assume that the Jinn dislike white and shiny objects. Therefore, they are kept away 
by the effect of the knife. Together with the knife, amulets which involve verses from the Quran are 
commonly used. Women among Ayt Merghad also used to tie a thread of beads and small bag full of salt 
and lħrmәl ‘harmal’ around the baby’s left hand. An old woman justifies this practice by the fact that:

“ajt rәbbi ur da ttәṭṭan tisnt, urad qәrbәn adɣar nna g tlla. qbәl attәzrit taslmja i  waḍḍuns,  
iħla ad ɣurs  tadӡt  isgʷar (tisnt d lħarmәl) qad ttit ħәf ḍn .”

[The Jinn do not eat salt; they do not approach the place where you put it. Therefore, before you leave the 
newborn on its own, it is good to leave ‘isgʷar’ (salt and ħarmәl) with it as it will protect it.]

Ayt Merghad’s fear of the evil eye pushes them to put some dirt on the newborn’s forehead. When 
guests come to congratulate the new mother, some of them might be jealous especially if the newborn is 
a boy, and this feeling is capable of harming the baby. Therefore, to protect the latter from the evil eye, 
the guests’ attention should not be directed to the baby but to something else. As a result, women put 
some dirt on the baby’s forehead as an efficient way to distract the guests’ attention. 

Another protective practice among Ayt Merghad is the use of henna. The latter is believed to contain 
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baraka ‘divine blessing’ which has the ability to protect both the mother and the newborn. After giving 
birth, women use henna to adorn their hands and feet as a protection against any evil. The henna 
tradition is also applied to the baby. Right after birth the child’s body is rubbed with dry henna, which 
is assumed to provide the baby with its baraka and protect it against any evil.

The celebration: rites of incorporation

The sex of the newborn used to determine the time to start the celebration, and the extent of joy to 
be expressed. If a woman gives birth to a boy, women from the family make seven tiɣʷratin ‘ululations’ 
at the sunrise of the first day. Any woman who comes to congratulate is supposed to ululate, too. A very 
good care is taken of tamzurt ‘a woman who has just given birth’. The family members prepare for her 
different types of food and insist on her to eat well. On the third day, the family organizes a ceremony 
during which all the family members are invited and sheep is slaughtered and prepared to be served. 
tamzurt is offered some of what is provided to the guests.

After the mother and the baby’s passage through the critical initial transition stage, a new phase 
begins. On the seventh day after the birth of a boy, the family organizes another ceremony referred to 
as ssib3, during which a number of rites are performed. Sheep is sacrificed on behalf of the baby who 
subsequently gets a name. In case the grandparents are still alive, they are given the honor to choose the 
name for the newborn who is, most of the time, named after his grandfather or one of his uncles. After 
slaughtering the sheep, lǝfqih ‘the imam of the mosque’ prepares asɣwi to protect the baby from the evil 
eye. The asɣwi is composed of an amulet made from a piece of leather in which verses from the Quran 
are written, a cowry shell, luban ‘amber’,  matǝrmumu ‘a multicoloured bead’, an almond, a silver coin, 
a piece of the slaughtered sheep’s tail, salt and harmal. The baby is supposed to wear asɣwi until the age 
of two.

 The family and friends are again invited.  The guests are supposed to bring gifts which are mainly in 
the form of sugar, eggs, or wheat. The family members organize aħidus ‘a traditional dance accompanied 
by songs performed by both men and women’; everybody sings and dances. The relatives also do their 
best to make the ceremony enjoyable. 

To celebrate her passage and that of her son from the initial risky period, tamzurt is supposed to put 
la3najt ‘make-up’. She adorns her face with taɣamut ‘safron’, and outlines her eyes with tazult ‘kohl’. 
She then puts ixәrban ‘accessories used in the sides of the head to make a specific hair style’.

tamzurt covers her head with tasbnijt (1) ‘a red piece of cloth with yellow lines’. Around the head, 
she ties taſddat n muzun ‘a scarf embroidered with beads’ and puts tisddit (2). On the sides of her 
head, she puts ṭwabi3 (4). She also puts lluban (5) ‘amber’, izbgan ‘bracelets’ and lxәlxal ‘a bracelet put 
around the ankle’. Finally, she puts aħzzәmn muzun ‘a belt embroidered with beads’. 

After getting dressed and putting make-up, tamzurt welcomes the guests. Meanwhile, women 
responsible for cooking prepare for her a special dish made of the sheep’s right shoulder.  Once the meal 
is ready, a highly valued man of the family is supposed to serve tamzurt. The assumption underlying 
such a rite is the fact that a woman who managed to give birth to a boy deserves the privilege of being 
served by a highly respected man in the community.

tamzurt further celebrates her transition from the pregnancy state to the one of a mother of a boy 
by visiting a river. On the celebration day, the father or another member of the family holds the baby 
and puts it on his mother’s back. The former is chosen on the basis of a number of criteria, namely 
kindness, intelligence, obedience, among other things. The assumption behind such a practice is that 
these qualities will be transferred to the baby. In this regard, a 62-year-old woman declares that: 
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“argaz nna  jnna d igr ssabi s tadawt n  mmans as n ssab3, ixssa atili ɣurs lqima ,isħu, iħlu g 
rraj ns, afad asska  awd nәtta addigs jaɣ.” 

[The man who would place the baby on the mother’s back on the seventh day should have a great value. He 
should be healthy and well-behaved. It was believed that the baby would resemble that man when he grows up.]

Meanwhile, seven tiɣʷratin ‘ululations’ are made. The mother, then, takes ta3murt ‘a wooden jug’ 
and goes to the river. With the baby on her back, she fills it with water and comes back home. This rite 
is meant to mark the beginning of a new phase. After the first seven days, the mother is supposed to 
resume her usual chores. Thus, the visit to the river is the first task to be accomplished. Through this 
rite, Ayt Merghad view boys as a source of economic utility. Through the act of bringing water, the 
source of life, the mother implies that her son will become a source of greater security and financial help 
for his parents in their old age. 

The last rite is performed forty days after birth. The family organizes the third ceremony.  For a 
period of forty days after birth, a woman is considered unclean. At the end of this period, the new 
mother accomplishes a purification rite by taking a shower and doing ablutions. When they get up, 
women of the family make seven tiɣʷratin ‘ululations’, and the relatives are again invited. The mother 
will for a second time put la3najt ‘make up’. The guests are served couscous and meat. In the afternoon, 
tea is prepared and served along with peanuts. Meanwhile, the guests try to create a joyful atmosphere 
through singing and dancing. 

Conversely, the birth of a girl is not highly welcomed by Ayt Merghad. Many of the rituals performed 
after the birth of a boy are eliminated when a girl is born. The first six days after delivery are characterized 
by the absence of any sign of celebration. The relatives make short visits to congratulate the new mother, 
but no tiɣʷratin ‘ululations’ are made. Members of the family do not take good care of tamzurt; on the 
opposite, they direct looks of blame to her. 

On the seventh day, a moderate ssib3 ‘a naming ceremony’ is organized. The father of the newborn 
slaughters sheep and gives a name to his daughter. The relatives are invited and served couscous and 
meat. tamzurt eats from what the others are served, and no special food is prepared for her. 

Concerning cutting the baby’s hair, the father performs this rite only when the infant is one-year-
old.  The equivalent of the weight of the hair in silver is given as charity. Two hairstyles are common 
among Ayt Merghad kids between the age of one and two years. For Irbiben, a segment of Ayt Merghad, 
boys’ hairstyle is referred to as taɣǝfrijt ‘shaving the head but leaving a single lock of hair on the crown’. 
Girl’s hairstyle includes taſṭṭuħt ‘a single lock of hair’ at the back of the head and tawǝnza ‘a fringe’. For 
Ayt Hru, another segment among Ayt Merghad, azag, a vertical line of hair that runs from the front of 
the head to the nape of the neck, is a common hairstyle for boys. As for girls, they keep four tiſǝṭħin (sg. 
taſǝṭtuħt) ‘locks of hair’ on the four sides of the head.

Ayt Merghad present-day birth rituals 
For a long period of time, traditional beliefs have shaped the rituals of birth in the Ayt Merghad 

community.  Childbirth has always been considered a special event, but the birth of a boy was quite an 
elaborate affair in the target community. Giving birth to a male baby is a major event that monopolises 
everybody’s attention. Therefore, a superstitious belief that the baby could be cursed by the malevolent 
gaze from the eye of an envious individual was dominant. 

Modern Ayt Merghad people might feel lucky to know that a number of the traditional practices 
that used to govern the different phases of the birth process, from pregnancy, to birth and beyond, 
are abandoned in the present-day Ayt Merghad community. The increased rates of girls’ schooling, 
women’s access to the job market, the improvement in health services, migration, urbanization and the 
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increased access to the mass media have all had a profound influence on the birth-related practices in 
the target community. In what follows, the evil eye belief and gender preferences in the Ayt Merghad 
community will be tackled. Then, a discussion of the major changes the birth rituals have witnessed as 
a result to modernization and urbanization. 

Birth and the evil eye in the Ayt Merghad culture

Belief in the destructive effect of the evil eye constitutes an important part of the Ayt Merghad culture. 
There used to be a strong conviction among the Ayt Merghad community that this supernatural power 
was behind the high mortality rates among mothers and babies during and after delivery. Moreover, 
diseases used to be attributed to the evil eye or supernatural powers. 

Women giving birth were assisted by a mid-wife who used to have no formal training in health 
practices but who used to acquire her skills through practice. When she faces a complicated case, she tries 
to adapt her knowledge. In cases of failure, blame was never put on her; on the contrary, superstition 
would always be the culprit. 

The belief in the evil eye and the Jinn still exists among Ayt Merghad. They are perceived as fatal 
forces that can destroy one’s life. Therefore, protection from their negative outcomes appears in many 
forms. In the past, Ayt Merghad used to resort to superstition to counteract these supernatural powers. 
An old woman states in a very careful tone: 

“annag tzajd tsәlmja, daṭrara mmans lbal mәzjan. llan mәddәn nna mi xxant waln. qbәl ad 
ddun ingbawn das ttassa g ufus ajffas lxiṭ nna gllan waqqajn d tkmmist n tisnt d lħarmәl”

[When a baby was born, the mother should be very very cautious. Some people’s looks are harmful. Before the 
guests arrive, she should tie around the baby’s right hand a thread with beads and a small bag full of salt and harmal.]

Recently, education has affected the way the evil eye is being dealt with. Educated women consider 
religion an effective means to control the evil eye. Ayt Merghad assume that the protection from the evil 
eye can be achieved through seeking refuge in the Quran. A 25-year-old woman notes that: 

“tlla tiṭ, ttudkar g lqran, juhn attamz g tәslmjiwin. ajnnaɣ as ixssa  ad ɣifsn tqqar mma nsn 
çu sbaħ  surat lfalaq d  nnas.”

[The evil eye exists, it is mentioned in the Quran, and babies can be easily harmed. Therefore, the mother should 
read alfalak and annass chapters for her baby every morning.] 

However, using these methods to counteract the effect of the evil eye does not exclude the use of 
other superstitious methods. A 26-year-old woman argues that:

“addag tzajd tsәlmja ixssa aṭħawlt ad ur digs tamz tiṭ. iħla ad ɣifs tɣәrt surat lfalaq d surat 
nnas d iħla ad as tәgt lħәrz. hati jәħla, da digs ttilint ɣir ça lɂajat n lqurɂan.”  

[When a baby was born you should do your best to protect him from the evil eye. It is good to read alfalaq 
and annass chapters, but you can also use an amulet. It is good; it just includes a paper in which Quranic verses are 
written. If an amulet doesn’t benefit the baby, it won’t harm it.]

 It can be inferred from the statements above that fear from the evil eye is deeply rooted in the 
Ayt Merghad’s psyche and cannot be easily overcome. The evil eye beliefs and treatments among Ayt 
Merghad have not disappeared with modernization and the access to modern medicine.  The respondents 
claim that the evil eye affects babies and causes a sudden illness. This is a common sign after someone 
has visited the house. In such a case, the baby is taken to lfqih ‘a righteous old man’ or to mmi ifilu ‘a 
woman known for her capacity to remove the effect of the evil eye to neutralize its effect. In this regard, 
a 74-year-old woman confesses that:

“awd nkkin s iɣfinw,  uruɣ taddun juwt tmәṭṭut, tnnaji ambark maj tturut. imç daj tffәɣ,  
jaɣax ça l3il. iga amid islliw, ur iӡrrid ad iṭṭәd. tddud mmi ifilu. tgras ifilu, tinaɣ hat tin idamn 
nnun, hat dɣi dɣi ayd ikka wannawn  digs inharn.  tgas ifillu afad as tks tiṭ. da ttasi ifilu tɣar ɣifs  
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qol howa llah çrat tikkal, tssutl tid i jiɣf n tssәlmja, tasitid tssutlt i tifdnt nәs tәɣras qol howa llah 
çrat tikkal. luqt nna jks hat tәks tiṭ.”

[I, myself, gave birth, and a woman came to congratulate me. As soon as she left, the baby felt sick, he was pale 
and unable to suck my breast. ‘mmi ifilu’ (a woman known for her capacity to remove the effect of the evil eye) came. 
After she examined the baby using a thread, she told us that the baby was evil eyed by one of our female relative who 
had just left. In order to exorcise the baby, ‘mmi ifilu’ took the thread, and she recited al ixlas chapter three times. 
Then, she encircled the thread around the baby’s head. She, then, tied it to her toe and recited the same chapter three 
times. Once the thread got unfastened from the toe, it means that the effect of the evil eye has been removed.] 

According to a 33-year-old-woman, a similar practice is still being used. She states that: 
“mç tſkka tmәṭṭut is tumz tiṭ g tsәlmja nәs, da tqqar rruqja xf imiħ n waman tssird as zarsәn.”
[If a woman suspects that her baby has been affected by the evil eye, she reads ‘ruqja’ over some water and uses 

the latter to wash her baby]. 
She justifies such practices by saying that ‘ruqja’ was used by the prophet (peace be upon him). 

Another practice is still used by Ayt Merghad to treat the effect of the evil eye. People still believe that 
lbxur ‘incence’ is efficient in healing the person affected by the evil eye. To exorcise the evil eye from the 
body of the patient, lbxur made of ſſәbb ‘alum’ is used because its transformation has a strong magical 
impact. It is assumed that as the alum is transformed by fire, the effect of the evil eye is neutralized.

The belief in the evil eye, as a destructive power, is a significant aspect of the Ayt Merghad culture. 
With respect to pregnancy and birth, it has constituted a major factor in accounting for any malevolence. 
However, modernization and urbanization have largely influenced the way the evil eye is perceived and 
dealt with in the community. 

Gender preferences among Ayt Merghad 

The preference of boys over girls has been a strong aspect of the Ayt Merghad culture. A 55-year-old 
woman states that:

“Ɣur ajt mәrɣad, tәlla lqima bәzzaf ɣur iſirran. ajnnaɣ axf da ttәggan itsәnt l3wajd am lfal 
i tәslit afad ad ttarw iſirran. luqt nna ɣʷman i tәslit, da ttasin lħanna nna di ſajḍәn gәnt aflla n 
iɣf i iſirran afad atni ttarw.” 

[In the Ayt Merghad community, boys are highly valued. That is why they practice certain rites as an omen for 
the bride to have boys. For example, after the bride puts henna, they take the henna left and put it on the head of 
boys so that she will give birth to males.]

The strength of this preference is justified by financial, social and psychological factors. Economically 
speaking, men hold more economic power; therefore parents gain more financial benefit from sons than 
from daughters. Male children are more capable of providing assistance in agriculture, the main activity 
in the past; whereas, girls can only help with household tasks or care for younger siblings; a state which 
was not financially rewarding. While daughters are seen as a source of monetary cost, boys grew up to 
become a source of an economic benefit for their parents. This assumption is clearly stated by a 75-year-
old Ayt Merghad woman who says that: 

“ajnna tṣәrft f tſarratin hat xlifa 3la llah. da txitirnt awәlnt fɣәnt taddart n lwaldin nsәnt. 
walajnni iſirran daç ttasin g tәwsәr.” 

[Whatever you pay for girls is never rewarded; they just grow up to get married and leave their parents’ house; 
whereas, boys support you in your old age]. 

Therefore, in such a community where agriculture is the main activity, the economic obligations of 
male children towards their parents are great. Sons, unlike daughters, are considered the family pillars 
because they ensure the protection of the family land. They, therefore, are considered the family source 
of income as they have to support their parents in their old age. 
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As a patriarchal community, Ayt Merghad also value sons for social reasons. Families’ strong desire 
to have boys emanates from the fact that the latter carry on the family name.  At the psychological level, 
giving birth to a boy offers the parents some kind of internal stability. Having sons makes both the 
father and the mother feel proud of themselves. A family without a son is looked down upon by the 
community, and is dealt with as an incomplete entity. In fact, both parents suffer in such a situation, but 
it is the mother who bears the whole responsibility. The gender of the newborn determines the status 
and position of the mother in the household. A woman who does not have a son is ill-treated by her 
husband and his family. Therefore, women keep on having children until they have a boy. This state is 
made explicit by a 53-year-old woman in the quotation below:

“mmi jſirran da ttәħluɣur imɣarn, da ttәħlu ɣur urgaz. ur da ttәgga mmi  jſirran d m tſarratin 
kif kif. tlla juwt tmәṭṭut imarḍәn s imſinnaɣ nnit, da tsksij hat llant g jiwt taddart han tadɣ ar ttarw 
iſirran han nttat da ttarw tiſarratin, han taddaɣ çanas lqima tħlu ɣurs kulſi, han nttat ttuħgar.” 

[The woman who gives birth to boys is admired by her parents-in-law and her husband. The mother of boys is 
never similar to that of girls. There was a woman who got sick because of this preference. She had only daughters and 
used to live with her brother-in-law’s wife who had boys. The latter was highly valued and favoured by everybody 
unlike the former who was always despised.]

In fact, this phenomenon is not particular to the Ayt Merghad community. Son preference is an 
old characteristic of China. As a patriarchal society, it is preferable for families to have sons instead 
of daughters, as they will be sure that the lineage will be maintained and the property will stay in the 
family. Certain superstitions also favoured the male offspring in the Chinese society. It was believed that 
a woman who gave birth to four girls would be possessed by the devil; therefore the forth girl had to be 
killed. Another widespread assumption in South China was that giving birth to a female baby in certain 
months would bring death either to the father or the eldest son of the family (Croll, 2001).

 In 1979, the one-child policy came to reinforce the Chinese society’s preference for boys. The policy 
was implemented in order to reduce the number of family members and have stronger economic growth. 
The policy forbids families to have more than one child. However, in some rural areas in China, having 
a second child is allowed when the first one is a girl. As a reaction to this policy, sex-selective abortion 
has spread in China. Because families do not want to end up with one daughter, they choose to abort 
any female foetus. 

In the Ayt Merghad community, however, due to the modernization and urbanization processes, the 
economic reason for boy preference no longer seems feasible. Female schooling and the diversification 
of the economic activities have to a great extent affected the traditional negative attitudes towards giving 
birth to a girl. In 1963, education was made compulsory for all the Moroccan children. Girls, in the Ayt 
Merghad area, have largely benefited from this policy. Although the enrollment ratios of females is still 
lagging behind those of their male counterparts at all levels of education, overall access to education has 
increased and many more women are now pursuing higher education. 

 Access to education by itself is not enough to eliminate the beliefs associated with gender preference 
held by the community under study; however, it has largely contributed to the improvement of the 
females’ status.  Education has enabled women to gain access to male-dominated areas of work and 
participate in the household expenses.  Education has offered Ayt Merghad females the opportunity to 
be less dependent on and more equal to males financially speaking. This assumption is clearly articulated 
by a 36-year-old woman who states that: 

 “ur illi lfәrq gәr iſirran d tſәrratin. dɣi da qqarәnt tſәrratin, ɣijnt ad waḍḍәfәnt. ur jad 
ħtaӡӡant ad qqimәnt g taddart ar tgannant ad awәlnt. wahli n tſәrratin da xddәmnt ar t3awanәnt 
bba nsәnt d l3aɂilat nsәnt.”

[There is no difference between sons and daughters. Girls go to school today and can even obtain work outside 
the home. They are no longer supposed to stay at home and wait for a husband. Many girls are working and helping 
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their fathers with the family expenses].

Currently, Ayt Merghad express their wish to have both sons and daughters. Nevertheless, sons are 
considered essential while daughters are not. Most parents-to-be of a first child state that the child’s 
gender does not matter, but most of those who do express a preference would prefer a son. The wish 
to have a second child with a specific gender is determined by the first child’s gender. When a couple 
has already one child, the desire to have a second one with the opposite gender is highly expressed. This 
desire seems stronger among the parents who already have a daughter than those who already have a 
son. Nevertheless, the reasons behind son preference have lost credibility. The diversification of the 
economic activities, the increased rates of girls’ schooling and women’s access to the job market have 
shaken the negative attitudes Ayt Merghad used to have towards giving birth to girls.  

Urbanization and the loss of birth rites   

The Ayt Merghad area has been subject to a number of mutations as a result of the changes in the 
whole Moroccan society. This has not been without some negative impact on the Ayt Merghad local 
culture, traditions and customs. Indeed, many of the birth-related practices have been abandoned by 
the members of the community. Education has played a vital role in this process. Statistically speaking, 
female schooling in Ferkla has significantly improved during the last decades. According to the results of 
the 1960 census, 99% of the rural population in Morocco was illiterate. In 2004, female schooling rate in 
Ferkla reached 43.5%. One of the outcomes of educating girls in the target area is that the age of marriage 
and pregnancy are delayed. Girls who attend primary and secondary school are less likely to get married 
at an early age. Pregnancy will consequently happen at rather an advanced age. 

Before getting pregnant, Ayt Merghad women find themselves more aware of the reproductive 
health issues. Education has increased their health awareness; and equipped them with knowledge about 
contraceptives and methods of family planning. Instead of believing in the traditional explanations 
for the risks surrounding pregnancy and birth, women, now, understand that having births too close 
together does not allow the mother’s body to recover from the strain of the previous pregnancies and 
childbirths. A short interval between pregnancies ends up with the mother taking care of many children 
at the same time, a matter which exhausts her body and deprives the kids from getting enough care.

With women’s awareness of the scientific aspect of pregnancy, the risk of losing the foetus, which 
was greater in the past, is less of an issue today. Worries are no longer about the evil eye and the Jinn, 
but concerns are more about the risks of diseases and malformations. Therefore, medical assistance 
has become highly sought. This shift in the way Ayt Merghad women perceive and interpret the risks 
of pregnancy is undoubtedly grounded in education, for educated women, in general, question the 
traditional practices and beliefs and are aware of spacing pregnancies. They also know the medical 
details that ensure a healthy safe delivery.  (Karlsen, et al., 2011) 

 Education has also raised Ayt Merghad women’s awareness of the benefits of the pre-natal check-
ups and infants’ immunization. They are more enthusiastic about the health services the public health 
centers offer.  Pregnant women have regular check-ups, and most of them are aware of the benefits 
of vitamin tablets; therefore, they are more willing to take them. Moreover, thanks to the vaccination 
compaings launched by the Health Ministry, women in the area have become aware of the usefulness of 
vaccinating their children. The following quotes illustrate this change in women’s mentality. A 32-year-
old woman explains that:  

“aɣulnt tʷwtmin ɣrant, ɣijnt ad ɣrint tawriqt n uḍbib. addag daṭṭarunt, da tddunt s sbitar ar 
ttasint lvitaminat mç tnti ħtadӡant.”

[Women have become educated; they can read a doctor’s prescription. During pregnancy, they frequently visit 
the hospital and take vitamins if needed.]
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The mass media have also played a pivotal role in raising the Ayt Merghad people’s awareness 
about birth-related issues. The latter include birth spacing, contraceptives, prenatal consultations and 
vaccinations. In the last fifty years, the mass media influence has tremendously grown with the advance 
of technology. First, there was the radio, then the television and the satellite dish and now the internet. 
The Ayt Merghad area is characterized by a good access to communication devices. According to the 
2004 census, 85.6% of the houses in the target area own a television and 52% have a satellite dish. 

During the last decades, the state has made major efforts to use the mass media to promote notions 
of the family planning. Messages in the mass media have aimed at developing general awareness of small 
family norms. The health ministry, for example, organises various health campaigns with the aim of 
developing public awareness of the risk of closely-spaced pregnancies and promoting family planning 
acceptance. Therefore, the radio and TV broadcast programs to persuade people of the personal and 
social advantages of having smaller families.

 A number of studies provide evidence for the fact that the individuals’ exposure to mass media 
messages promoting family planning influences contraceptive behavior (Piotrow et al., 1990; Bankole et 
al., 1996; Westoff and Bankole, 1997; and Kincaid 2000). Thus, exposure to family planning messages 
in the media has influenced the members of the Ayt Merghad community’s contraceptive behaviour; 
this is reflected in their desire for fewer children and appreciation of the health and economic benefits 
of a smaller family. For example, the television broadcasts images which idealize a small family. In this 
regard, a family with few children is often portrayed as being happier, healthier and more comfortable 
than a larger family. This is clearly illustrated by the following statement made by a 37-year-old woman:

“assa dan taffad tәlfaza g çu taddart. da tlmadn mәddin bzzaf n lħwajӡ g id lbaramiӡ. matalan, 
aɣulnt tәwtmin ssnәnt lɂahammija n wad drassn iſirran. da ditsabajan tәlfaza tiwtmin nna ɣur 
drusn iſirran tsħa tg ta3srijt. ar di sbajan tanna ɣur ggudin iƔirran am çan tmṭṭut ur iɣrin.”

[Today a TV set is found in every house. People learn a lot from the programs of different channels, for example, 
women are now aware of the advantages of having fewer children. The TV broadcasts programs which show that 
women with fewer children are healthier and more modern. A woman with many children is often presented in films 
and series as an illiterate woman.]

 The mass media have, therefore, played a role in changing the Ayt Merghad people’s way of thinking 
through the diffusion of new ideas and practices related to birth. 

Another key factor behind the disappearance of the traditional birth rituals in the Ayt Merghad area 
is intermarriage. Marriage in the target community used to be governed by rules of endogamy. However, 
contact between the Ayt Merghad community and people from different ethnicities and cultures has 
highly influenced the prevalent endogamous system of marriage in the area. Therefore, cases of mixed 
marriage are getting common in the community. Due to rural exodus and immigration abroad, young 
people from the target community can find a spouse belonging to different ethnic groups. 

Until recently, intermarriage was discouraged among Ayt Merghad, but endogamous marriage 
was highly valued. This trend is being increasingly challenged by the urbanization and modernization 
process the area has been undergoing. In Urban areas, for example, Ayt Merghad live in close proximity 
to people with different cultural and social norms; however, sharing a similar educational background 
or other interests has increased the likelihood of dating and marrying. The implication is that tribal 
boundaries have weakened and cultural barriers have been overcome. Indeed, marriage between members 
of the target community and those from different cultural backgrounds means that contact with other 
cultures has resulted in an increased acceptance of the other’s culture. The potential implications of 
intermarriage arguably are much larger. Intermarriage commingles two different cultural backgrounds 
resulting in the adoption of non-native values and practices.
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 Many studies depict intermarriage as a key cause behind the loss of the traditional customs and 
rituals (Crohn, 1995; Kennedy, 2003; Petsonk and Remsen, 1988; Root, 2001, Tegunimataka, 2021). 
In the analysis of the current state of the birth rituals in the Ayt Merghad community, the factor of 
intermarriage has been found to be of central importance. Sometimes, cultural and social norms of 
the two spouses may be so diametrically opposed. As a result, the likelihood that the couple will adopt 
new patterns and practices becomes higher. In the case of the target community, the influence of other 
cultures through intermarriage has resulted in the gradual abandoning of a number of birth rituals. In 
this regard, a 42-year-old woman argues that:

“luqt nna g juwl bnadm s bәrra n tәqbilt, ur jad ittiɣi ad ig ɣir l3wajd nәs. ixssa dajman 
adi ggar ajnnatn isman, walakin ḍaruri da tәɣllәb juwt lӡiht. maj ttӡrun howa ku jan qad 
isamħ ſwij, çu jan ig imiħ g l3wajd nәs amma baſ ad igәr l3wajd nәs mja f lmja hat majmkәnſ.”

[In cases of mixed marriage, you can no longer practise your own traditions. The two parties have to practise 
what is common between them. What happens is that each has to make concessions. One cannot keep his/her 
traditions 100%.]

The birth process in the Ayt Merghad communitty used to require a number of practices.  It was 
customary for women in the community to give birth at home.  This state of affair was associated with a 
set of ritualistic practices. A case in point is the burial of the placenta. Pregnancy used to be considered 
a vulnerable period. Because of the high mortality rates among mothers and babies during and after 
delivery, pregnancy was dealt with with a lot of caution. Maternal and infant mortality was attributed 
to issues related to superstition, the jinn and the evil eye. Not surprisingly, many rituals were performed 
to protect the mother and the newborn.

However, the improvement in the health services in the southern central areas in Morocco has largely 
influenced the maternal and infant death rates. This has, in turn, affected the birth rituals among Ayt 
Merghad. Today, Ayt Merghad pregnant women benefit from free access to prenatal consultations and 
gynaecological exams. This has certainly encouraged them to make frequent visits to the hospital and 
receive an appropriate prenatal care. According to the 2004 census, 57.5% of the births in the southern 
central areas are assisted by a skilled birth attendant. This has undoubtedly contributed to a decrease in 
the maternal and infant mortality rate. With the increased access to hospitals after the independence, 
the infant mortality rates have witnessed a radical decrease according to the World Bank Report (2011). 
It decreased from 91 per 1000 born-alive in 1980 to 40 in 2003. 

Recently, the Ayt Merghad area has witnessed some development at the level of health services. The 
province of Errachidia has four public hospitals with a capacity of 593 beds. They are also equipped 
with advanced materials and skilled stuff.  The area also has 29 health centres and 35 rural dispensaries. 
At the level of Ferkla, Ibrahim Al Amrawi Health Centre offers multiple services to pregnant women, 
among which delivery under a close medical supervision. 

Consequently, most of the Ayt Merghad women, especially the educated ones, reject the idea of 
giving birth at home. In hospitals, the umbilical cords and placenta are discarded as insignificant trash. 
Accordingly, the mother ends up having no idea about the placenta, and feels no need to ask about it. 
Subsequently, the ritualistic burial of the placenta together with all the beliefs surrounding this practice 
have been abandoned.

Giving birth at the hospital entails the loss of various practices that used to be associated with birth. In 
hospitals, birth attendants encourage Ayt Merghad women to give up the traditional birthing position 
and adopt the supine one. The latter requires the birthing mother to be placed on her back with her 
feet in stirrups, forcing her to push the child out of the birth canal without the aid of gravity. Pain and 
discomfort are increased and the labor time is extended; as a result, the risk for medical intervention 
increases drastically. This tendency to substitute the traditional practices in relation to the birthing 
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position can be explained by the fact that birth attendants benefit from training programmes which 
favour the supine position; hence demonstrating an aspect of the Western culture.

Adopting modern ways of doing things at the expense of the traditional practice is not always a 
rewarding act. It has been scientifically proven that the supine position is not an ideal position for birth. 
There is a widespread acceptance of the advantages of adopting an upright position while giving birth 
(Antunes et al., 2020; Bhardwaj et al., 1995; Mathews et al., 2005; Roberts & Hanson, 2007; and WHO 
1996). It has been shown that such a position shortens the pushing phase of labor by helping the baby 
drop as far as possible with less effort. Scientifically, it has been proven that squatting is a beneficial birth 
position as it opens the pelvis while using the gravity to help the baby descend (Saravanan et al., 2010). 
This position uses the gravity to maximize the effectiveness of the contractions while minimizing the 
mother’s efforts.

Attitudes towards the attendance of males during the birth process have also witnessed a major change. 
Childbirth used to be viewed as a strictly female affair, and the presence of males a taboo. Nowadays, 
women in the Ayt Merghad community no longer radically refuse the presence of a male doctor in the 
delivery room. However, this tolerance is conditioned. The respondents express no objection towards 
the presence of a male while giving birth, when there is no alternative. One of the respondents claims 
that:

“mәç as tſәqqa tarwa i tәṭṭut tili g lxaṭar, luqt naɣ ur ihmma id argaz mid tamṭṭut ajts 
iӡӡәnӡamn.”

[if a  birthing woman is in a risky situation, it doesn’t matter if it is a woman or a man who saves her.] 
Therefore, the risk factor seems to justify the acceptance of a male attendant. The respondents agree 

on the fact that being supervised by a female is the best situation. 

The young generations no longer adhere to the traditional rituals and are seriously questioning them. 
They do test the validity of certain practices against their new educational background, and when no 
logical justification is found for some customs, they are abandoned. For example, it used to be a custom 
to avoid talking about or preparing things for the coming baby. Today, gynecological ultrasound imaging 
has become a routine part of care for pregnant women in the Ayt Merghad community. The ultrasound 
technique is used to observe the baby and check any abnormality. It is also used to determine the baby’s 
gender. Once the latter is determined, Ayt Merghad couples, like all parents, enthusiastically start buying 
clothes for the coming baby. This action reflects the new generation’s deep conviction that the belief 
that preparing things for the baby beforehand might bring bad luck is a groundless one. Eventually, Ayt 
Merghad believe that the risks surrounding pregnancy can be avoided through a good medical care.

The process of modernization and urbanization, the diversification of the economic activities and 
the increased access to education have resulted in frequent population mobility in the Ayt Merghad 
area. Consequently, this has caused more contact with other cultures. Historically, migration in the 
Ayt Merghad community has involved mainly males, and when women move it is largely as men’s 
companions.  Nowadays, with globalisation, the current migration scene has become characterized by 
an increasing involvement of the Ayt Merghad women. Frequently, the latter leave their home mainly 
for two reasons, either to pursue their studies or find a job. This increased migration of women has 
exposed them to a range of new, non-traditional ideas and to a wider range of people from different 
ethnic groups. Moreover, the likelihood for the abandoning of the old values and rituals increases in 
urban areas. Migration has also led women to assume different roles in the home area when they return. 
This state is reflected in the following quote made by a 40-year-old woman. 

“tzzәrj illi taxatart rbә3 snijn g mçnas. dɣi datxddәm g fes. ur tgi am isttmas jaḍn. tәssәn 
wahli n mәddәn. tlәmd ɣur sәn bәzzaf n lumur. mtalan, g tarwanw tamggarut, tәnnaj 
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wallu ixssa ad izɛrx aḍbib d ixssa ad sqssaɣ xf luqt n tarwa. idsn wussan qbl ad arruɣ, 
tәddad. ɣir tәbda tzirri, tawji s sbittar afad diçs arruɣ. çulſi arrawin qbәl luland g taddart.”

[My eldest daughter spent four years at the faculty in Meknes, and now she is working in Fes. She is not 
like her other sisters. She knows a lot of people and she has learnt a lot from them.  For example, during my last 
pregnancy, she used to insist on me to go to the hospital to do some check-ups. She also insisted on me to ask 
the doctor about my due date.  A few days before the expected time, she came, and with the first sign of labor, 
she took me to the hospital. It was the first time I gave birth at the hospital; all my children were born at home.]

Equally important, leaving home often involves moving away from the immediate control and 
assistance of the traditional patriarchal family. Migration is often associated with migrants becoming 
independent earners as opposed to workers in agriculture in the family land under the control of the 
father.  The consequent breakdown of the family as the key unit of economic production has certainly 
loosened the patriarchal authority and the dominance of the extended family. Therefore, migration 
in the Ayt Merghad area has resulted in the movement from the extended type of family to a nuclear 
one. Migration has led to the separation of the family members, creating a greater dependence on the 
nuclear family. This has in turn influenced the traditional birth rituals. For example, giving birth under 
the supervision of an old member of the family is no longer an automatic act.  As a result, assistance is 
sought at the hospital. In this regard, a 45-year-old woman admits that:

“ajnna juwlaɣ, zzriɣ sin isʷggasn g taddart n imɣarn. uruɣ l3il amzwarru g taddart. tәqabl 
tәmɣart kulſi. ur ħtaӡӡaɣ ad dduɣ s ssbitar. Walajnni ajnna ddiɣ s ɣur urgaz inw s ṛṛәbaḍ, nlla 
ɣir nʷçni. ajnnaɣ as uruɣ iſirran jaḍn g ssbitar.” 

[When I got married, I spent the first two years with my in-laws. I gave birth to my first kid at home. My mother-
in-law took care of everything. I didn’t need to go to the hospital. However, when I joined my husband in Rabat, we 
were living alone. Therefore, I had to give birth to the other kids at the hospital.]

Another aspect which has been affected by urbanization and the socio-economic mutations Morocco 
has recently witnessed is the infant’s naming process. Many respondents have stated that only very few 
parents stick to the use of Amazigh names while most of the members of the Ayt Merghad community 
are opting more for the use of modern names for their children. Most parents choose common names 
instead of the Amazigh traditional names. For example, names like ‘Moħa’, ‘Hṛou’, ‘Iṭṭou’, ‘Hdda’ and 
‘Hannou’ are being abandoned in the community. Migration and contact with non-Amazigh people 
have exposed the target community to different cultures and languages. This has brought about the 
introduction of new names in the Ayt Merghad community.  

 Some parents hold negative attitudes towards the traditional names as they view them as ‘outdated’ 
and ‘unfashionable’. They believe that these names may not be to the liking of their children once at 
schools and would make them feel uncomfortable. Some of the informants attribute this phenomenon 
to the influence of the mass media as people are getting more and more attracted by non-Amazigh 
names on TV.  The following statement, made by a 32-year-old- educated woman, illustrates the extent 
to which the Amazigh names have become a source of shame for some people. 

“Ɣuri sin iſirran, amzwarru giɣas karim, tisnat giɣas salwa. ajnna di zajd karim, innajas 
umɣar i wrgaz inw adas ng muħa. ur qbilɣ nniɣasn ur as nṭṭәgga ɣir karim. mç as nga muħa çulſi 
qad jisin is iga aſlħij. ur ṛṛiɣ at isħſam ism nәs. nkkin s iɣfinw kkixtәn ttuħgarɣ aſçu ism inw iṭṭo. 
juwn g lɂasatida nw nna uriʝin aſlħi ikkatn daj iṭṭini  iṭṭo ſſәlħa ar ɣifi ṭṭәṣṣan winna d qqarɣ.”  

[I have two kids. The first one is called karim and the second one Salwa. When Karim was born, my father-in-law 
asked my husband to name him Moħa. I rejected the idea and I insisted on calling him Karim. In case we called him 
Moħa, everybody would easily recognize that he is Amazigh. I did not want him to feel ashamed of his name. I myself 
was despised because my name is Iṭṭo. When I was young, one of my teachers, who was not Amazigh, used to call me 
Iṭṭo ſſәlħa and the students kept laughing at me.]

The images portraying Imazighen in the mass media and throughout the Moroccan society have 
influenced Amazigh people’s self-perception. The television has been an instrument for displaying 
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stereotypical images about the Amazigh people. They are oftentimes depicted as second-class citizens. 
They appear on TV programs as ignorant and uncivilized. These stereotypical images have brought 
about the spread of negative attitudes towards the Amazigh language, its speakers and its culture as 
whole. Surrounded by stereotypes like these all their lives, some Amazigh people have come to believe 
them, a thing which has developed in them a sense of an inferiority complex. 

Because of the long stigmatization and marginalization of the Amazigh language, culture and 
identity, the members of the Ayt Merghad community have suffered from being Imazighen; they have 
had to deny and feel ashamed about their background. The negative attitudes towards the Amazigh 
identity have prevented Ayt Merghad from appreciating their own language and culture.

Conclusion
The present paper has provided a detailed account of the birth rituals in the Ayt Merghad community. 

The findings of the study suggest that these rituals were governed by the performance of a number of 
precautionary measures both during pregnancy and the post-delivery stage. There was a strong conviction 
among the members of the target community that the evil eye was behind the high mortality rates among 
mothers and babies during or after delivery. Therefore, birth, as a rite of passage, was characterized by 
the performance of a set of practices which were meant to neutralize its effect. Moreover, the newborn’s 
gender was a determining factor for the type of celebration to take place. However, in the recent decades, 
the reasons behind son preference have lost credibility. The diversification of the economic activities, the 
increased rates of girls’ schooling, women’s access to the job market, the improvement in health services, 
migration, urbanization and the increased access to the mass media have all had a profound influence on 
the birth rituals in the target community.
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